McGard’s Intimidator™ line of security products is a family of security locks that are superior to any other mechanical theft device on the market. The McGard locking pattern technology is unique in the industry. Intimidator security products meet a wide variety of security needs, from the simplest theft prevention requirement to the highest security situation. The McGard Quality Management System is ISO 9001 certified and all our products are designed and manufactured by McGard in the USA.
**Hydrant Lock**

- Controls water access and usage
- Easy installation and operation
- No modification needed to existing hydrants
- Machined from alloy steel and ductile iron
- Increases revenues by eliminating operating nut costs, preventing water theft and reducing hydrant damage costs
- Operating wrench comes equipped with a standard fireman’s tool and McGard operating key head
- Environmentally sealed and electro-plated to resist the elements, not affected by weather extremes
- Heavy duty models available for most hydrant types, contact us for further information

**DuraShield**

- Strong and durable security prevents unauthorized access
- Stainless steel construction
- Multiple security points
- Uses existing frame
- Lightweight, easy to handle and transport
- Easily installed in seconds
- Installed & removed without bending over
- Requires registered T-Key to unlock
- Allows draining and venting

**ManLock**

- Chrome plated or stainless steel lock to resist corrosion
- Heat treated to 150,000psi minimum tensile strength
- High security
- Controlled access using McGard unique keys
- Can be retrofitted to existing cast iron cover applications
- New covers can be made at the foundry to easily accept our locks
- Non-corrosive protective caps
- Consult McGard for application information

**Valve Box Lock**

- Protects against meter tampering & theft of service
- No modifications needed
- Easily installed

**Curb Box Lock**

- High security
- Reusable locks
- Quick & easy installation
- For plastic or metal curb boxes
- Utilizes unique McGard locking technology

**Plug Lock**

- Simple one-piece construction
- Stainless steel to resist corrosion
- Locks into standard NPT and coupling threads
- Standard sizes available: 1/2", 3/4", 1", 1/4", 1-1/2", 2"

**Viper Lock**

- Protects against meter tampering & theft of service
- Installs on water or gas valves with locking tabs
- No modifications needed
- Easily installed in seconds

**Coupling Lock**

- Stops meter removal or reversal
- Protects against meter tampering & theft of service
- No modifications needed
- Installed easily in the field

**DuraShield®**

- T-Key can be used with all 3 manhole lock styles.